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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to compare the reading achievement 
and word analysis ability of those children taught a basal reading program 
with those taught the Phonovisual Method in addition to the basal program. 
Justificati21!, 
There is no longer controversy as to the acceptance of phonics in 
the language program. There is, however, question as to what kind and how 
much as well as when it should be introduced.1 
No phonics method is an end in itself but is merely a tool by 
which to unlock a much more complex skill, reading . Since all children 
should be educated to the limit of their abilities and since 11a society 
VThich extensively utilizes reading as a means of communication necessarily 
places a premium upon the acquisition of this ability and incorporates it 
in its concept of intelligence 11 2, a method of word analysis which purports 
to help in the acquisition of this skill should be studied. 
Sparks and Fay, who found no significant differences when com-
paring a phonics method and a "Basic Reading Program" suggest that more 
liverson, William J., "Controversial Issues in the Teaching of Readingn, 
Challen e and eriment in Readi (New York:Scholastic Magazines, 1962). 
¥itty, PaQl and Kopel, David, Reading and the Educative Process (Boston: 
Ginn and Co., 1939), p.225. 
"experiments should be planned and performed f or reading methods which tend 
to overstress a particular phase of the mechanics of reading. ul 
Although the Phonovisual Method developed by Josephine Timberlake 
and Lucille Schoolfield purports that it does not place an overemphasis on 
phonics, but relegates it to its proper position as one of many equally 
important skills which make up the complexities of reading education,2 extra 
time is expended in teaching the method . Research should be conducted to 
determine if this time contributes to better reading comprehension and word 
analysis ability. 
1sparks, Pau~ E. and Fay, Leo c., 111m Evaluation of Two Methods of Teaching 
Reading", The Elementary School Journal (LVII: April , 1957), p.390. 
2rimberlake, Josephine and Schoolfield, Lucille, The Phonovisual Method 
(Washington : Phonovisual Products, Inc.), p.5. 
2 
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CHAP.rER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
On Phonics 
Phonics, the science of sound, is related to reading which is the 
transference of sound to symbol. The physicist describes sound as being 
produced by matter in motion. Placing a finger on a sounding bell or fork, 
we can feel the motion ~hich we call a vibration. OUr vocal chords vibrate 
in a different manner for each word as is proved b,y Helen Keller 's ability 
to place her hand on the throat of a person and understand his words .l 
The association of the sound of a letter to the symbol helps beginning 
reading. 
Recognition of the use of the sounds within words became evident 
in education in the United States around 1870. Up to this point reading 
methods had included the alphabetical system of the Colonists whereb,y each 
word was spelled out, and the sight method advocated by Horace Mann . 
Phonics was emphasized from approximately 1870 to 1917 and such systems as 
the Ward, Pollard, Beacon and Gordon flourished. Most of these systems 
emphasized the individual letter or part and the overemphasis on sounding 
out words overshadowed the other equally important skills such as fluency 
and comprehens ion. 
"Inflexible rules were memorized which di d not 
take into consideration the exceptions. Interest 
was sacrificed both by unnecessary drill on 
familiar words and by absence of clues in the 
1Glathart, J.L., College Physics (Philadelphia and Toronto: The Blakiston 
Co., 1947), p.l83. 
3 
reading material. Vocabulary drill on familiar 
words and reading became t wo totally different 
processes and learning bl indirection char acter-
ized the whole program." 
Because of the excess in phonics and the introduction of standard-
ized reading tests which pointed up the lack of comprehension and fluency, 
the phonics methods were gradually discarded by school systems.2 
Stone said: 
11Systems of teaching phonics as the solution of the 
problem of independence in wor d recognition have 
been narrow, are open to criticism because of 
unfortunate attitudes and habits frequently ac-
quired by the pupils and show serious lacks in 
the face of recent developments in solving the 
problems of quickness~ accuracy and independence 
in word recognition.") 
Durrell's study of 100 children with severe reading difficulties 
who attended t he Boston University Educational Clinic in 1930 showed that 
ninety were victims of overintensive work in phonics. They needed help in 
quick recognition of words and phrases . Yet in 1936 when these same 
schools had changed to newer reading methods, 90 of 100 children checked 
were so weak in word analysis that they were unable to di scriminate words 
of similar form and vrere unable to make any attempt at v10rd analysis. They 
improved rapidly in their reading when word analysis instruction was given. 
lGray, Lillian and Reese, Dora, Teaching Children to Read (The Ronald Press, 
1955), p.316. 
2Smith, Nila, 11What Research Says About Phonics", Journal of Educational 
Research (VI:September 1957), pp.l-9. 
3stone, Clarence R., Better Primary Reading (St.Louis:Webster Publishing 
Co., 1936), p.J99. 
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These findings led Durrell to suggest that vmrd analysis skills i f not o-ver-
emphasized aid the majority of children to increase the accuracy and fluency 
both visual and auditory of word elements .l 
In 1931 Garrison and Heard reported on a study of the value of 
phonics \ihich began in 1927 y;ith four groups of beginning f irst grade child-
ren and continued through the third grade in order to investigate the value 
of training in phonetics on primary readLng . The children were divi ded by 
age and I . Q. into bright and dull phonic groups and bright and dull non-
phonic groups . Special il1.struction i n phonics was given only in the first 
and second grades. In the third grade all groups received regular instruc-
tion. At the close of the third grade the scores , on the Gates Type 3, 
Haggerty I and II, and New stanford Tests I and II, of the phonetic groups 
both bright and dull exceeded those of the non-phonetic groups with the 
exception that on the New Stanford Test I the bright non-phonetic group 
'178.8 superior . 2 
In spite of these experiments in the thirties the emphasis on 
fluency and comprehension very nearly excluded phonics from reading educa-
tion. Hildreth reflected the attitude of 'I"T.riters at this period by advoca-
ting a minimum of il1.struction in phonics. None of the writers of this era ,, 
advocated abandoning it completely but they believed like Hildreth that 
"Children should first become accustomed to seeing and hearing words as wholes. "3 
lDurrell, Donald D., Imnrovenent of Basic Reading Abilities {New York: World 
Book Co., 1940). 
%arrison, S.C . and Heard, M.T., 11Experimental Study of the Value of Phon-
etics" , Peabody Journal of Education (IX: July, 1931), p.lO. 
3Hildreth, Gertrude , Learning the Three R1 s (Philadelphia : Educational 
Publishers Inc., 1936), p.72l. 
--- -
-· 
Some school administrators misinterpreted statements like the 
above to mean that the 11See and Say" Method was the best method and aban-
doned phonics completely, when this was not the intent of' reading 
specialists. 
Today phonics takes its place as one of the skills to be used in 
a well-rounded reading program. Grayl states a need for phonetic analysis 
and Dolch2 agrees that experience has shown the necessity of including 
sounding training in the teaching of reading. 
Rudisill tested 315 third grade children by administering the 
otis Quick Scoring, Stanford Achievement Primary Reading, Form D and the 
second and third grade spelling lists of Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achieve-
ment Tests and found a . 71 coefficient of correlation of reading with 
phonic knowledge. The findings suggested that: 
11There were common factors between reading, 
spelling and phonic kriowledge independent 
of intelligence. They suggest that these 
factors were results of specific training 
rather than natural results of intelligence ••• 
these results strengthen the accumulating 
evidence that functional phonic knowledge 
mru{es a substantial contribution to achieve-
ment in reading and in spelling." 3 
As a result of their study of 81 selected children in the second 
grade Sheldon and Hatch4 found that among the ueaknesses of poor readers 
lGray, William s., On Their ~vn in Reading (Nen York: Scott Foresman & Co., 
1948). 
2nolch, Edward w., Better Reading in Your Schools (Illinois: Garrard Press, 
1951). 
3Rudisill, Mabel, 11 Interrelation of Functional Phonic Know"13dge, Reading, 
Spelling and Mental Age 11 , Elementary School Journal (Feb.,l957), pp.264-67. 
4sheldon, William and Hatch, Shirley, "strengths and eaknesses in Reading 
of a Group of Second-Grade Children 11 , Educational Administration and 
Superivision (November, 1951), p.405-414· 
6 
were low sight vocabulary, inadequate word analysis, errors on easy words , 
guessing at unknown words from content and concluded that 11 it is probable 
that t he poor habits, the lack of comprehension ~nd lack of word analysis 
are characteristic of poor second- grade readers.nl They advocate a slower 
development of a variety of word analysis skills. 
Smith and Dechant state : 
"Word attack training should begin early ••• 
ability in auditory and visual discrimination 
frequently shows a higher correlat i on with 
reading achievement in the first grade than does 
mental age and training in these skills is not 
only beneficial but may compensate somewhat for 
otherwise inadequate mental development • "2 
Tiffin and Mci(innis found that phonic ability correlated .70 uith 
standardized reading tests and stated that a program of reading instruction 
IThich does not include the principles of phonics is not accomplishing its 
full purpose .3 
Grimes believes that t he issues on phonics must be settled on the 
basis of thorough research "most of which has not been done 11 .4 His own 
research gives indications t hat: 
lsheldon, Wi lliam and Hatch, Shirley, "Strengths and Weaknesses in Reading 
of a Group of Second-Grade Chi l dren 11 , Educational .Administration and 
Supervision (November, 1951), pp.405-414· 
2Smith, Henry B. and Dechant, Emerald, Psychology in Teaching Reading (New 
J ersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc ., 1961) , p.l97 . 
3Tiffin, Joseph and McKinnis, Mary, "Phonic .Ability : It 1 s Measurement and 
Relation to Reading Ability", School and Society (VI:February, 1940), 
pp.l90-l92. 
4Grimes, Jesse W., 11A Study of the Meani ng of Phonic Skill in its Relation-
ship to Intelli gence, Reading and School Success 11 , Challenge and Experiment 
in Reading, (New York: Scholastic Magazines , 1962), p .l31. 
7 
"Children possess phonic aptitude to a greater 
or lesser extent . We now wonder i f th~s apt-
ness for learning phonics ski ll is a char acter 
trait in itself that is at the same time 
effective in producing all- around school 
achievement • 11l 
His studies show a correlation of .37 between the VliSC and phonics skill; 
. 45 betueen the C.M. A. and phonics; .72 between the Gilmore and phonics; 
.77 between the Cal ifornia Reading Test and phonics; and . 81 between student 
achievement and phonics skill. 2 
I beling found that supplementary i nstruction with phonics work-
books did not increase reading vocabulary or readi ng comprehension signifi-
cantly at any gr ade level but it significantly increased t he visual analysis 
skills and phonics knowledge of second graders.3 
Deverell discovered that many college students shovred great lack 
in spelling and language skills and believes that the weaknesses are a 
result of the absence of phonics in their beginning reading i nstruction in 
the mid- 40 ' s . 
"Since this program of instruction operating 
over a period of 12-15 years is being proved 
in its product, to have dis·Ginct, i dentif i able 
weaknesses , particularly with r espect to its 
effects on word perception, it now seems certain 
that teachers and reading specialists should come 
directly to grips rrith the problem of the 
relationshi p between the sounds of spoken words 
and a knowledge of the letter sounds in an 
lGrimes, Jesse w., 11A Study of the Meaning of Phonic Skill in its Relation-
ship to Intelligence, Reading and School Success", Challenge and E?g?eriment 
in Reading (New York: Scholastic Magazines, 1962), p . l31 . 
2rbid. 
3r beling , Frederick w., "Supplementary Phonics Instruction and Reading and 
Spelling Ability", Elementary School Journal (December, 1961), pp.l52-156. 
8 
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alphabetic language and that this matter should 
be faced without prejudice or favor, in the 
light of accrued experience in teaching. 111 
The absence of' phonics today, if any, is not the idea of the 
teachers , it would seem. Barton's study shoi7ed that 3% of teachers ques-
tioned wanted to limit phonics and none favored as lh,tle phonics as 
possible . As for the timing of the introduction of phonics, 63% advocated 
early phonic training .2 
The general trend no 1 is not to belabor the point of phonics or 
no phonics but to refine research techniques in order to determine the 
effectiveness of phonics at certain reading levels . According to Durkin, 
one serious barrier to better research has been the inability to identify 
specifically all the skills and reactions that constitute good reading and 
the inability to measure adequately some already identified.3 
Much discussion at present evolves around the proper treatment of 
phonics in the reading program . The majority of basal reading programs 
include phonics instruction which is introduced at the supposed best time 
in the child's reading development . 
Among studies in this area is The Newar~ Phonics Experiment con-
ducted by Sexton and Herron uhich demonstrated that to teach phonics to 
lneverell, A. Fred, "What Shall \' e Do to Improve Word Perception: A Study 
of Casesn, Changing ConceP:!1s of Reading Instruction (New York: Scholastic 
Magazines , 1961), p.l36. 
2Barton, Allen, 11Beliefs and Practices of Teachers in Elementary P..eading 11 , 
Challenge and Experiment in Readin.[ (New York : Scholastic Magazines, 1962), 
p.l73. 
3Durkin, Dolores, Phonics and the Teaching of Reading (New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers' College, 1962), p.lJ. 
9 
children before Grade Two or age seven and one-half was futile •1 
Gates and Russell concluded that: 
"A program containing little or no phonetics or 
word analysis activities in the first year is 
not so good as the informal program, but is at 
least as good as the one contain~ large 
amounts of formal phonetic work .n2 
In comparing a group of children taught the "Phonetic Keys to 
Reading" and a group taught the "Basic Readi ng Program" , Sparks and Fay 
found no significant differences. Intelligence Quotients vrere obtained 
from the Otis Quick-scoring Mental Ability Test for the 824 children used 
in the study . Analysis of Covariance was used to treat the rau scores of 
the various pupil groups (grades one to three ) on the Gates Reading Survey, 
The California Reading Test, and the Stanford Achievement Battery. The 
study produced no evidence to show >rhether either method offered an advant-
?. 
age to the learner.~ 
To date experimental evidence does not support a separate phonics 
system as being superior to phonics as presented in the basal reading series . 
Factors Affecting Readi ng 
In general most authors agree that there i s a definite relation-
ship between i ntelligence and reading ability although most are quick to 
lse:xton, C.K. and Herron, J.S., 11The Nerrark Phonics Experiment", Elementary 
School Journal (XXIII), pp.451-452. 
2Gates, Arthur I. and Russell, D.H., "Types of f.ate rials, Vocabulary Burden, 
Word Analysis, and other Factors in Beginning Reading", Elementary School 
Journal (J9:September, 1938), pp.27-35· 
3sparks, Paul c. and Fay, Leo c., "An Evaluation of Two .Methods of Teaching 
Reading", FJ.ementary School Journal (LVII: April, 1957), pp . J86-390. 
10 
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I 
say that a high intelligence quotient is not positive assurance that the 
person will succeed in reading as there are so many environmental factors 
~hich influence the individual . 
Holwinski reports that : 
"Learning how to read i nvolves a capacity for 
abstract reasoning , abi1ity to recognize 
symbols and to integr ate them into a mean-
ingful sequence . This implies a close 
relationship between intelli gence and 
reading ability" . 1 
As he expected his study showed a moderately high relationship between I . Q. 
and reading , varied depending upon age level . 2 
Kirk and J ohnson say that : 
11The mental age of a child on a verbal 
intelligence test such as the Binet, gives 
some indication of the child t s potentiality 
in reading . Studies on the rrhole show that 
mentally handicapped children learn to read 
up to their M. A. readL~ grade expectancy as 
do children of normal or superior intelligence . tt.3 
De Laura found that the higher the I. Q. the higher vras the carrel-
ation with reading achievement as tested by the Metropolitan Reading 
Achi evement Test.4 
1Holwinski, I . , "Relationshi p between Intelligence (80-llO I.Q. ) and 
Achievement in Basic Educational Skills", Training School Bulletin 
(Vol. VVIII), p . l4 . 
2rbid., p . 22 • 
.3Kirk, Samuel A. and J ohnson, Orville G., Educating the Retarded Child 
(Cambridge , 1~ss : Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1951), p . 25.3 . 
4DeLoura, Bertha A., 11A Study of the Predictive Value of Intelligence and 
Aptitude Tests to Reading Achievement in Grade One", Unpubl ished M. Ed . 
Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
11 
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Although there are many other experiments on the relationship of 
intelligence and the learning process, and opinions differ , it is the gener-
al opinion that , although the intelligence correlates highly uith the 
achievement in most cases, it is not an infallible predictor of reading 
success because of the motivational f actors which enter in. The child 
whose I 1Q. falls into a certain range may be in danger of beir~ stereotyped. 
There seems to be a tendency to itemize characteristics of certain groups I 
II without taking sufficient account of the variations . The child whose I. Q. I 
l,i 
falls in the below-average range is said to be less creative, less able to 
deal uith abstractions and in need of concrete programs of instruction be-
cause of an inability to generalize . The above-average child is purportedly 
creative, sociable, able to deal wit h abstractions and capable of dealing 
with broader units of experience. He very often will teach himself to 
read and seems less in need of formalized programs . 
Although t hese concepts are in general true , not all children 
wit hin a certain range can be stereotyped . Durrell says : 
"We were sometim.es content to attribute low 
reading achievement to lor intelligence 
scores, when it should have been evident 
that the low intelligence scores were the 
results of poor reading .nl 
He says that -rhen educators can look beyond the I.Q. to the child himself 
gains can be made to reduce learning difficulties . 
Turney found that motivation is a very important aspect in learn-
ing and could be more important than the I. Q. factor . 2 
I 
I 
I 
lDurrell, Donald D., "Learning Difficulties Among Children of Normal Intell-
i gence", Elementary School Journal (December, 1954), p .201. 
2rurney, Austin H., "Intelligence, Motivation and Achievement ", Journal of 
Educational Psychology (22: Se tember, 1931), P- .426-434. 
I ~~ ------~------~--~~ -
II 
The interpersonal relationship bet'V!een a teacher and pupil can be 
very significant in any learning situation. Since reading depends on so 
many factors relating to the environment, this relationship is very import-
ant to the reading education of a child. 
Durrell says that motivation is a very important aspect of educa-
tion as the pupil must see a need for what he is doing .l 
Gates states: 
"The extent that the teacher's methods influence 
the pupil 1 s techniques of learning, also influ-
ence the predictive value of tests. Thus, if a 
teacher effectively emphasized early phonetic 
attack, tests of blending, rhyming, etc . are 
likely to give higher correlations with reading 
progress in her class than in the class of a 
teacher vrho ple,ces less emphasis on the phonetic 
') 
approach .".:;. 
Dolch also recognizes the teacher variable: 
"Educational eA."Perimenters have long kno'\ID that 
nhen they use two groups of children with diff-
erent teachers there will be no convincing com-
parisons because of the variable in the teacher. 
In any ne1 method the teacher variable must be 
trucen i nto consideration. If we have , as is so 
often the case, an 1unwilling teacher', or a 
'misunderstanding teacher', or the lDce .l. the 
best plan under the sun will not ITork . 11 -' 
When Silberman did his study4 his results were insignificant and 
1nurrell, Donald D., op.cit. 
2Gates, .Arthur I., 11The Correlation of Achievement in School Subjects uith 
Intelligence Tests and other Variables" , Journal of Educational Pslchology 
(XIII: 1~y , 1922), p.277 • 
.3Dolch, Ed11ard, "School Research in Reading", Elementary English (XXX: II 
February, 1956), p.77. 
4silberman, Harry F., Studies of Teacher Behavior: Effects of Praise and 
Reroof on Readi Growth in a Non-Laborato Classroom Sett• (New York; 
Division of Teacher Education, June, 1956 • 
1 
--
they indicate that if there is a relationship between the verbal incentives 
of a teacher and learning to read, it is a loiT relationship . 
II There seems to be minimum research on the changes produced in a 
program ~~ a teacher . Possibly the nature of the subject involving person-
alities has prevented study . However, this variable has been noted in I 
pas,sing in research studies involved with reading and should be taken into 
consideration . 
The total language development is importru1t to reading success. 
1 
Many studies indicate that girls are in advance of boys in language 
development . 
II 
Smith and Dechant report : 
11The sex of the reader seems to play an important 
role in both the general gr owth process and the 
readiness for readi ng . Gi rls generally begin t o 
read at an earlier age , achieve better reading 
and show more interest in reading than do boys . 
Feuer girls become reading disability cases . nl 
Clark fo1xnd no sex difference in general intelligence or basic 
skills in reading and arithmetic but the girls achieved higher than the 
boys in the mechani cs of English and spelli ng tests.2 
Both Holwinski3 and 1fillard4 found no sex differences in their 
test results . Olson5 , however , found that the girls scored appreciably 
l Smith and Dechant, op . cit., p .444. 
2clark, Willis w., "Boys and Gir ls - .Axe There Signi·icant Ability and 
Achi evement Differer..ces? 11 Phi Delta Kappan (XLI: November, 1958), pp . 73- 76. 
3Holui nski, op . cit . 
4r.1illard, Cecil V., 11The Nature and Character of Pre- Adolescent Grorrth in 
Reading Achi evement", Chil d Development (II: 1940) , pp .7l - ll4 . 
5olson, Arthur U., nGr ovrth i n Word Per ception as it relates to success in 
begi nning reading 11 , D. Ed . Dissertation, B.U., 1957 . 
====~==--·-=·--~~-====================== --
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II 
higher than boys in his tests on word perception. 
Schuell 1 s studies led her to coli1Jilent: 
On Phonovisual 
11It seems very plain that the rate of development 
is faster for girls than for boys in language ••• 
the tendency to demand that boys keep up with 
the pace set by girls in acquiring and using 
language in the home and in the school is 
exceedingly unrealistic.nl 
Results of statistical research on the Phonovisual 1, ethod are not 
in the educational journals.2 Its main advocates are teachers nou using the 
method who find it to be a systematic way of introducing sounds uhich is 
also appealing to children. 
The only testing results which are in print seem to be those of 
Carl Hansen who has included the Phonovisual Method in the curriculum of 
the Amidon School in Washington, D.C. 
Hansen reports the results of testing at the P~idon School after 
including Phonovisual in the program. Although he is impressed by the 
comparison of the medi.:L11 scores of the .Amidon f irst grade group ·with the 
national norm on the Metropolitan achievement battery, he seems to gloss 
over the average I.Q. '.7hich is 128 for the .Amidon group and 100 for the 
norm group . In making a comparison with grade two median scores he again 
disregards the I . Q. differences uhich favor the Amidon second grade by 
t"r1elve points. 
l schuell , Hildred, Differences -rrhich Matter ••• A Study of Boys and Girls 
(The Delta Kappa Gamma Soci e·0y: Februa17, 1948). 
2The uriter vms unable to locate statistical research and the Massachusetts 
representative for Phonovisual had no knor1ledge of statistical research 
in print . 
------
-
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The word discrimination score for grade one at the Amidon School 
is 1.5 grade levels above the national norm and in reading is .8 grade 
levels above the norm. In the second grade the median is 1.3 ~rade levels 
above the norm in word discrimination and .8 above the norm in reading.l 
Harris includes the method in a list of phonics methods f or 
~7hich he has the highest regard. 2 
More research is necessary on the method in order to either re-
inforce or refute the opinions of teachers uho ar e now using it, sup~osedly 
successfully. 
lHansen, cm~l, The 1'>lllidon School (Neu Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962). 
2Harris, Albert, How to Increase Reading Abilitz (New York: David McKay 
Co., Inc., 1961). 
II 
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CHAP.rER III 
PROCEDURE 
This study is designed to analyze the scores attained by four 
sections of children on the reading and word discrimination subtests of 
the Metropolitan Achi evement Battery, for the purpose of deciding i f time 
expended in teaching the Phonovisual Method is warranted . 
The children studied have approximately the same socio-economic 
backgrounds and are pupils in the public school system of a Massachusetts 
town with a population under 10,000. The Phonovisual Method was added to 
the Basal Reading Program of one fir st gr ade class in the 1960-61 school 
year. The program was expanded to include all seven first gr ades in the 
1961-62 school year . 
The four sections of children selected for t his study were taken 
from gr ades one and two. 
The first gr ade population from the 1960-61 school year was ana-
lyzed. This grade comprised seven classrooms. One of these classrooms 
II containing 28 pupils had been taught the Phonovisual Method; therefore, the 
members of this class were excluded from the study . The remaining six 
classrooms of 147 pupils were checked against the second grade population 
from the 1961-62 school year and any child whose name did not appear on the 
second grade list was excluded from the study. Any child who had repeated 
first gr ade was also excluded. One hundred t wenty-four children from the 
1960-61 first grade who had not been taught Phonovisual and who haQ not 
spent more than one year in gr ade one vrere finally chosen . 
17 
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The second gr ade population from the 1961- 62 school year chosen 
for study comprises the same 124 children who were members of grade one in 
1960- 61. This second grade population comprised six classrooms . All 
children included in these first and second grade groups had two years 
of a basal reading program and were taught no Phonovisual. 
The first grade population from the 1961-62 school year was 
analyzed . This grade comprised seven classrooms . The classrooms of 
twenty- six children taught by the teacher who had experimented with 
Phonovisual in 1960-61 was excluded i n order to ensure an equalization of 
I i 
teacher quality. 
II Any child nho had repeated grade one i7as excluded from the study. 
A total of 113 children were chosen from the remaining 139 in the 1961-62 
first grade class which had been taught the Phonovisual Method. 
II The second grade population for the 1962- 63 school year •ras 
comprised of the same 113 children who were included in the Phonovisuall y-
taught first grade group . No chi l dren had entered or left the system 
I during the year , thus ensuring that this group had received t11o years of 
inst1~ction in the Phonovisual Method. 
Three of the first grade teachers taught in the system in both 
1961 and 1962. All six of the second grade teachers taught in the system 
in both 1962 and 1963. 
II The I . Q. scores of all the children, as measured by the Primary 
Mental Abilities Test , 11ere recorded by class and by sex within each 
class . The means were computed. 
1---- - - - -~==~==~================================================~==~- ! -
The grade scores of the reading subtest from the Metropolitan 
Achievement Battery were recorded by class fu~d by sex and the means were 
found. 
II The grade scores of the uord discrimination subtest from the 
I Metropolitan Achievement Battery were recorded by class and by sex and 
the means were found. 
II Vihite 1 s test for the significance of the difference betvreen 
two groups uas applied : to the mean I . Q. scores and reading scores of 
the tuelve first grades ; to the mean I . Q. and reading scores of the tuelve 
second grades ; and to the mean I . Q. and nord discrimination scores of the 
t1elve first grades and of the tuelve second grades . 
Explanation of Phonics Systems Used 
II The phonics instruction given in the basal readers is introduced 
as the need for a particular sound arises . The teacher ' s guides specify 
the sounds to be introduced and the manner for introducing them. They 
usually coincide closely uith the vocabulary to be introduced rrith each 
I unit . After single consonant and vowel sounds have been introduced, 
blends are usually taught . If a child continues wit h the same basal 
1 
series he uill be exposed to all the sounds necessary but if he is switched 
from one basal series to another he may miss some sound which is necessary 
in basic r eadi ng . 
II The fact that a chi ld may miss some aspect of soundi ng in the 
initial phases of reading development prompts teachers to favor a systematic 
I phonic method . 
~==~============================~~~~-==~~-~-~-------~---~~~--~=====~~----= 
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The Phonovisual Method employs a series of consonants and V0\7els 
presented in chart form . The consonants are arranged in four vertical 
columns according to the force produced by the consonant sound . There is 
a column of soft , loud, humming and odd sounds . The horizontal arrange-
ment of these four columns is according to the mouth position >rhen pro-
ducing the sound. Each consonant sound is accompanied by the picture of 
an object which begins with the sound . 
The vowel chart is arranged with one horizontal row of long vowel 
sounds and one horizontal ro\7 of short vowel sounds. Three vertical rows 
indicate the combined vowel sounds . Pictures accompany each sound_ on this 
chart also and variations of the sound are printed in small type under I 
each more comnonly used combination. 
II It is customary to spend t wenty minutes per day on the system. 
The child is urged to use consonants and vowels learned in reading and 
spelling words within his experience as early as possible. There are no 
text books for use of this method other than beg ilmer ' s workbooks and a 
teacher ' s manual. 
The first grades in 1960- 61 and the second grades in 1961-62 
were taught a basal reading program and the phonics included in it. The 
I 
I first grades in 1961- 62 and the second grades in 1962-63 vrere taught the 
Phonovisual Method in addition to the basal program and phonics instruction 
in the basal program was deleted . I 
I 
l 
··-
---======~~==========================================~==~~---~-
II 
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CHAPrER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
I 
The 237 first gr ade children used in the study are divided into 
two groups . One group of 124 students completed first grade in 1961 and 
,, 
were taught no Phonovisual. The other group of 113 students completed 
first grade in 1962 and were taught Phonovisual. Each group was divided 
into six classrooms. 
II The I.Q. scores of these 237 children have been recorded by 
classrooms. The two left-hand columns of Table I sho J the means of the 
six classrooms which completed first gr ade in 1962 and were taught I 
Phonovisual. 
The two right-hand columns show the means of the six classrooms 
which completed first gr ade in 1961 and were taught no Phonovisual. 
The T in the left margin refers to the teacher and those with a 
star t aught the first gr ade in both 1961 and 1962. 
The number in the upper left corner of each block refers to the 
number of pupils whose scores were used. 
Table II shows a rank order test to determine gross differences 
in the mean I.Q. scores of the 12 first grades . The Phonovisual males 
rank slightly lower _than those in the Non-Phonovisual group and the Phono-
visual female group r anks slightly higher than the female group with no 
Phonovisual . None of the differences including the rank total are signifi-
cant according to White 's table. Therefore the f irst grade groups are 
fairly even in ment al ability . 
- II ~- -=---: -========'-----
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TABLE I 
I Grade I I.g. Scores 
I 
I Phonovisual No Phonovisual 
I 
I 
lVfale Female Male Female 
N 12 9 11 11 
T1 104 • .3 109 • .3 114·9 111.1 
II N 16 8 11 12 
T2 11.3.9 114.1 105,.6 105.0 
II N 6 ' 8 9 8 
~.3 99.1 i 105.5 99.7 99.5 
' 
II N 8 .4 9 10 
T 101.0 94 .7 110.2 109.9 
4 
r: 
II 
'1 
N 10 '10 8 10 ·~ 
J 
1frs 116.4 119.8 100.5 102 • .3 
II 
~ 
N 1.3 9 10 14 
-wr6 10.3.5 10.3.2 111.5 110.0 
I 
I 
.J 
I 
I 
2.3 
- ·= 
TABLE II 
Rank Test on Grade I 111ean I . g. Scores I Phonovisual No Phonovi sual Mal e Pupils I 
s~nT'P. 'Rank ~ ScoT'e R.<m k 
T1 104.3 7 114.9 2 
T2 11.3 .9 .3 105 .6 6 
T.3 99.1 12 99 .7 11 
T4 101.0 9 110.2 5 
']5 116.4 1 100.5 10 
T6 10.3.5 8 11.5 4 
- -
I 
40 .38 
I !I Female I Score Rank Score Rank 
Tl 109.3 6 111.1 .3 
T2 114 .1 2 105.0 8 I 
T.3 105.5 7 99.5 11 
I 
T4 94 .7 12 109.9 5 
T5 119 . 8 1 102 • .3 10 I 
T6 10.3.2 9 llO.O 4 I 
- -
II 
.37 41 l 
Rank Total 77 79 
I 
II 
--
II 
II 
= 
Table III shows the ranks of Grade I on the Metropolitan Reading II 
Scores. The upper half of the table shows the l. Q. and rru1k; reading score 
for group as a whole and rank; reading score and rank of male children and 
reading score and rank of female children of the first grades who used a 
basal program only. The lower half of the table shovTS the same data for 
the children who were taught the Phonovisual Method . 
The grade that was taught Phonovisual ranks 10 higher than the 
non-Phonovisual group on reading scores but the difference is not signif-
icant. The male and female Phonovisual groups outrank the male and female 
non-Phonovisual groups by 4 and 8 points respectively but the differences 
are not significant according to 1!/hite 1 s table . 
Table IV contains ranked scores for t he word discrimination tes~ 
The Phonovisual group ranks 14 higher than the non-Phonovisual . The male 
and female children who were taught Phonovisual rank 16 and 10 points 
ahead of the male and female children with no Phonovisual but the ranks 
do not measure a significant di fference according to White 1 s table. 
The same 237 children used in the grade one group are used in 
the grade two group . Both the 1962 second grade group who were taught no 
Phonovisual and the 1963 second grade who were taught Phonovisual were 
housed in six classrooms . The children were not necessarily reassigned 
to the same classroom group of which they were members in first grade 
for second grade . 
Table V shows the mean I.Q. scores of the entire second grade 
group . The l eft two columns show the six classes of the 1963 second 
! 
grade who were taught Phonovisual, and t he right two columns show 
the six classes of the 1962 second grade who were taught 
I 
I 
i 
----
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'T'ABLE III 
Rank Test on Metropolitan Reading Scores for Grade I 
1961 
I.Q,. Rank . Reading Rank Male . Rank Female • Rank 
Tl 113.00 3 2.98 2 2.74 3 3 . 22 2 
T2 105.28 6 2.11 10 2.20 6 2.03 10 
-X-T 3 99 . 60 11 2.13 9 2.12 9 2.15 9 I 
T4 110.04 5 2.306 7 2.17 7 2.43 7 ,, 
~ur5 105.50 10 1.82 12 1.72 12 1.90 11 
-wr6 110.45 4 2.71 4 2.66 4 2.70 4 
- - - -
39 44 41 43 
1962 
Tl 1 104.53 7 2.45 5 2. 31 5 2.65 6 
Tl 113.96 2 2.80 3 2. 85 2 2.75 3 
1: 
2 
~~3 102.75 9 2. 25 8 2.15 8 2.33 8 li I~ 
T1 
4 98.90 12 1.98 11 2.07 10 1.80 12 
.. !Pr 5 118 .1 1 3.36 1 3.44 1 3. 28 1 
-)!'1'6 103.37 8 2.309 6 2.06 11 2. 67 5 
- - - -
I 39 34 37 35 
I' 
II 
I 
,, 
i 
i~ 
: 
.-- I 
ll 26 
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I TABLE IV 
I 
I Rank Test on Grade I Word Discrimination Scores I 
I' 1961 
I .Q . Hank Class Hank Male Hank Female Rank 
: 
Tl 113 .00 3 3.36 2 3. 26 3 3-45 1 
T2 105 . 28 6 2. 26 11 2.18 11 2.35 10 
*T3 99 . 60 11 2. 58 9 2.46 10 2.71 8 
T4 110 .04 5 2.70 8 2.70 7 2.70 9 
-:..~5 105.50 10 2.10 12 1.98 12 2. 22 12 
_,"~6 110 .45 4 3-13 4 3 .17 4 3.10 4 
- - - -
II 39 46 47 44 
1962 
Tl 1 104. 53 7 2.93 5 2.75 6 3.12 3 
1 
T2 113.96 2 3-15 3 3-29 2 3.01 5 
-wr3 102 .75 9 2.74 7 2.55 9 2.87 7 
1 98 .90 2. 56 8 T4 12 2.45 10 2.34 11 
"'"ur5 118.1 1 3.52 1 3.61 1 3-43 .2 
-wr6 103.37 8 2.91 6 2. 84 5 2.97 6 
- - - -
39 32 31 34 II 
I 
I, 
ll 
--
.______, 
r-
. ~-- ~-~---- Z7 ----'-~-' 
TABLE V 
I 
I Grade 2 r.g. Scores 
I 
Phonovisual No Phonovisual 
:Male Female Male Female 
I N 12 11 11 
T, 
.l 
115.8 115.1 105.6 102.6 I 
IN 13 9 10 I I 
T'= 105.6 105.5 101.9 101.1 
"-
: 
I 
N 10 7 8 13 ,: 
T-:: 102.7 100.10 113.7 113.0 
-' 
N 13 5 9 7 
T 99-5 L 95.80 106.7 96.7 
N 9 8 10 13 
Tc 102.6 99.75 111.8 110 .1 
I N 8 7 10 12 I 
T ·~ 121.1 112.8 103.6 107.5 
i 
I 
! 
: 
! 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
- . --
rl 
I 
-II 
II 
II 
-----~ 
no Phonovisual. The same teachers taught the second gr ade in 1962 and 
196.3. 
Table VI shows no significant difference in I.Q. scores between 
the 1962 and 196.3 second grade group . 
Table VII records no significant differences in the reading scores 
of the two second grades. The male members raP~ed the same . The female 
: 
Phonovisual group ranked slightly higher than t he female group who were I 
: 
taught no Phonovisual but the difference of 4 points is not significant . 
The word discrimination scores ranked on Table VIII show no sig-
nificant differences. The 1962 group ranks 4 points higher on I.Q. but 8 I 
! 
points lower on reading scores with a loner rank for the boys of 6 points i 
and for the girls of 16 points. I 
II Thus once again there is a difference in favor of those second i i 
grades taught by the Phonovisual ~ ethod but this difference is not i 
significant. I 
28 
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29 
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TABLE VI 
fulllic Test on Grade 2 Mean I.Q. Scores 
I 
1262 Phonovisual 1262 No Phonovisual 
I 
Male 
I Score Rank Score Rank 
T1 115.8 2 105.6 6 
T2 104.6 7 101.9 11 
T3 102.7 9 113 .7 3 
T4 99 .5 12 106.7 5 
T5 102.6 10 111 . 8 4 
T6 121.1 1 103 . 6 8 
- -
41 37 
Female 
T1 115 .1 1 102.6 7 i 
I 
T2 105.5 6 101.1 8 I 
I 
T3 106.10 9 113.0 2 
! 
T4 95.80 12 96 .7 11 
T5 99-75 10 110.1 4 ! 
T6 112.8 3 107.5 5 I 
- -
41 37 
82 74 
li 
l.i 
I 
,-----
.30 
----:-_:.__, --- --
TABLE VII 
Rank Test on Reading Scores f or Grade 2 
1962 
I.Q. Rank Reading Rank Male Rank Female Rank I 
Tl 104.2 7 .3.77 6 .3-79 6 
l 
.3 -75 6 
T2 101.46 10 2.87 12 2.65 12 ,3.08 11 
TJ 11.3.26 .3 4-42 .3 4-55 .3 4.28 .3 I 
T4 102 • .32 8 2.92 11 J.lJ 11 2.71 12 I I 
T5 110.8.3 4 4-36 4 4.66 2 4-05 5 I 
T6 105.72 5 4-00 5 J.84 5 4.16 4 I 
- - - - I 37 41 39 41 
196.3 I 
i I I 
I 
T1 115-45 2 4-51 2 4-.38 4 4-64 1 i' 
T2 104.96 6 J.51 7 J.38 9 3.63 7 : : 
TJ 101.62 9 J.3J 9·5 J.40 8 .3.27 9.5 
T4 97.91 12 J.48 8 J.69 7 .3.27 9.5 
T5 101.2.3 11 3-.3.3 9-5 J.Jl 10 3-35 8 
T6 117 .33 1 4-57 1 4-72 1 4-41 2 
- - - -
41 .37 39 .37 
i 
r-
I 31 c-· 
TABLE VIII 
Rank Test on Grade 2 Word Discrimination Scores 
1962 
I. Q. Rank Class Rank Male Rank Female Rank 
Tl 104.2 7 4-.35 5 4-38 6 4-.32 6 
I T2 101.46 10 3.62 11 3-49 12 .3-75 11 
T3 113.26 3 4-65 2 4-75 1 4-55 4 i 
T4 102.32 8 3.30 12 3.58 10 .3.01 12 i 
I 
T5 110.83 4 4-52 4 4-57 4 4.46 5 
T6 105.72 5 3-9.3 9 J.84 9 4.02 9 I 
- - - - I 
.37 4.3 42 47 
I 
I 
196.3 
I 
T1 115.45 2 4.65 .3 4.61 .3 4.68 1 
T2 104.96 6 4-09 8 4.26 7 J .92 10 
T3 101.62 9 3.81 10 .3-54 11 4.07 8 
T4 97.91 12 4-.3.3 6 4-39 5 4.26 7 
T5 101. 2.3 11 4.22 7 J.84 8 4.60 .3 
T6 117.33 1 4-67 1 4.68 2 4-66 2 
- - - -
41 .35 36 31 
- '--· ------ --
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMA_"R.Y MID CONCLUSIONS 
I t was the purpose of this study to compare reading fuid word dis-
crimination scores of t wo groups of children in order to decide if time 
expended in teaching the Phonovisual Method was warranted . 
II From the first grade rosters of 175 children in 1961 and of 165 
children in 1962 a total of 237 children were selected f or t his study . One 
group of 124 children completed the first grade in 1961 and were given a 
basal reading program only . The other group of 113 children completed the 
first grade in 1962 and were taught the Phonovisual Method . None of the 
children selected had repeated grade one and all were promoted to gr ade t wo. 
II All I . Q. s cores were obtained from the Primary Mental Abilities 
Test produced by S.R.A. All children were given the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test ; Primary Battery I form A ll1 May of thei r first gr ade year . 
II Both t he 1961 and 1962 first grade groups were housed in seven 
classrooms . Since one teacher had experimented ¥ith Phonovisual i n 1961 
her class was dropped from t he study and no children t aught by her in 1961 
or 1962 were included . The 124 children selected from the 1961 first grade 
were divided into six classrooms as were the 113 children selected from the 
1962 first gr ade . 
Three teachers taught first gr ade in both 1961 and 1962. The 
other three teachers were different in 1961 and 1962. 
A survey of the I . Q. scores, reading scores and 70rd discrimina-
tion scores showed no significant differences between the t wo groups when 
using White ' s Rank Test . However, although t he I.Q. scores were sli ghtly 
32 
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in favor of the group that had no Phonovisual instruction, the reading 
and uord discrimination scores showed a consistent difference of points 
in favor of those taught the Phonovisual Method . 
II The same children uere used for study in the second grede groups 
as were used for study in the first grade groups . They were not, however , I 
arranged .in the same six classroom groups as in grade one, although there 
were still six classrooms for each second gr ade . 
The same teachers taught both the 1962 and the 1963 second 
grade groups . 
All second grade children were tested with the Metropolitan I 
Achievement Test ; Primary II Battery: Form A in May of the second grade . 
ft~though the I . Q. score differs by four points in favor of the 
group that had two years of a basal program only, the reading scores and 
word discrimination scores differ .in favor of the group who nere taught 
the Phonovisual Method . The differences are not statistically signifi-
cant according to White's Test . 
II The girls who had two years of Phonovisual instruction rank 16 
points higher than those who had none on word discrimination scores and 
the bo3s with Phonovisual instruction rank 6 points higher than the boys 
without . 
I There is no difference on reading comprehension scores between I 
the two groups of second grade boys but the girls with Phonovisual 
instruction rank 4 points higher t han the girls without this instruction. 
34 
Conclusions 
1. The mean reading scores of the groups who were taught Phono-
visual rank higher than the mean scores of those taught no Phonovisual 
but the difference is not statistically significant. 
2. The mean word discrimination scores of the t wo groups who 
were t aught Phonovisual rank higher than the mean word discrimination 
scores of those who were not taught the method but the di fferences are 
not statistically significant. 
3. There are no di fferences between scores of girls and boys 
which are statistically significant . I' 
4. A rank survey of mean scores using White' s Rank Test shows 
no statistical differences which favor the Phonovisual Method . 
S~gestions f or Future study 
1. Since the mean scores of those taught the Phonovisual Method 
I 
rank consistently higher, although not statistically higher, a more sensi-
tive test should be used on this same population. I I 
2. Since the 1962 first grade teachers ru1d the 1963 second 
grade teachers were using the method for the first time, a group of 
children who were taught first gr ade in 1963 and will be in second grade 
in 1964 might be selected for comparison with t he 1961 first grade and 
1962 second grade used in this study. Thus the method would be more 
familiar to the teaching personnel who previ ous to 1962 had taught the 
basal program. 
---
I 
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3. The influences produced on spelling scores of this Sfu~e popu- I 
lation should be studied. 
i 
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Formula for ~7hite's P~ Test 
111. Let the group uith the smaller number of observations be n , 
and the other group n 2• If the same number of observations is present in I 
each group, one of the groups may be arbitrarily designated n1 and the 
other n 2• 
2. Combine the n1 f n2 = n observations and rank them, ~ith 
rank 1 being assigned to the largest numerical observations and rank n to 
the smallest . 
3. If ties are present, give the tied observations the average 
of the ranks they would othervrise occupy. 
4· Find the sum of ranks T for the group vlith t he smaller 
number of observations . 
5. Calculate T1 in terms of this formula 
T1 = n1 (n1 f n2 f 1) - T 
= n1 (n f 1) - T 
6. Find the tabled vclue for n1 and n2 observations . If either 
T or T1 is equal to or less than the tabled value, reject the null 
hypothesis . 111 
lEdwards, Allen 1., Statistical Methods for the Behavioral Sciences (New 
York : Ri~art and Co., Inc., 1956), p .419. 
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Phonovisual® Consonant Chart 
~p & b-
~ wh- ~w-
·_. f ~ v ~- -ph ~~ 
3 th- ~th-
Jl qu lA -
~t ~d-o!n-~ ~ l-
8 r-
': y 
~S-c s 
t} sh-
.... 
ch- ~4oj-
tch ~ g 
•<~~\ 
'1 '-ng ---x ~~~ n(k) 
t h ''"'''" ""• ""• '"'· '00'"'''" '""""• <oo M~• om, W"'"'"'" "• D. <. 
4i 
a-e 
ay 
a1 
-a-
~ 
aw 
au 
a(ll) 
o(r) 
a(r) 
Phonovisual ® Vowel Chart 
8 J L"'cllle D. Scllooolhf'ld and J~pllln• 8 . Ttmbe r i ~M 
,..,.s~·":\~ 
t ·~ 5 G,; t/1 ~~ '<~.'-.:.? ~ • ee 1- e o-e u- e 
-e -y oa ew 
ea igh ow 
-o 
• 
~ 
-e- -1- -o- -u-
ea -y 
[ (\ 
00 ur 
er 
. 
Ir 
or 
00 
u 
ou 
~ 1l 
oy 
01 
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